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Abstract—This paper focuses on random uplink transmissions
of a subset of nodes disseminated in a cell. Under the constraints
of massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) in cellular
Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) and Ultra Reliable
Low Latency Communications (URLLC), improving the capability of a receiver to detect simultaneously several transmissions with a high probability is important. Considering a very
limited coordination between the receiver and the distributed
transmitters, the usage of coded Non Orthogonal Multiple Access
(NOMA) strategies is seducing. In this framework, we target
synchronous direct data transmissions and propose an optimal
detector of the active users with channel state information at
the receiver limited to statistical knowledge. This algorithm is
based on a Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector, under statistical channel knowledge only. We give the formulation of the
optimal detector and we evaluate its performance, with different
codelengths, code types (random Gaussian and Grassmannian
codes) and for various number of antennas at the base station.
Index Terms—mMTC, URLLC, random access, statistical
channel state information

I. I NTRODUCTION
The recent trend for IoT communications brings the research
community to look at new performance metrics thus broadening the scope of classical cellular networks [1, 2]. For instance,
a strong interest is given to the the impact of massive access,
short packets and capacity evaluation [3, 4, 5].
In the context of massive random access, this paper deals
with the detection of simultaneous transmissions of short
packets at a base station (BS) equipped with multiple antennas.
The main objective is to lower the latency of short and
concurrent uplink (UL) communications (either a short data
transmission or a network access request) between a set of
nodes and a BS. In addition, we want to avoid long and heavy
handshake mechanisms, which would be too costly in terms
of spectrum, energy or time consumption, while ensuring a
reliable detection. Usual slotted ALOHA mechanisms exploit
orthogonal resources to limit collisions between simultaneous
requests but at the price of a resource efficiency loss.
Following the line of work proposed by Bockelmann et al.
[4] which includes a focus on direct transmission, many propositions have been done to shorten the handshake mechanism.
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For instance, the reader is referred to the so-called one-stage
and two-stages access, or to the 3GPP early data transmission
scheme proposed for Cat-M or NB-IoT in Release 15 [6]. The
latter allows to piggy-back a short data during the classical random access procedure, i.e. the data is transmitted at the third
step instead of the fifth. However, as we do not consider the
possibility to encapsulate pilot sequences in the transmission
for channel estimation, we are also working under restrictedcoordination access assumptions. Indeed, any communication
prior to the data or access request transmission would introduce high signalling overhead and would be irrelevant in
the case of access request, since users willing to access the
network would need to be already identified for allowing their
channel estimation before they even send their access requests.
For instance, in [7, 8, 9] the channel is considered as a known
parameter at the receiver. Having a method able to work under
statistical Channel State Information (CSI) only, is therefore
a harsh constraint we deal with in this paper.
To comply with numerous simultaneous access, the proposed multiple access strategy relies on a Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) with either Gaussian [10] or
Grassmannian [11] coding. It is worth mentioning that noncoordinated communication –in terms of CSI, as discussed in
section II– is generally not considered in coded NOMA models. More specifically, we propose a multiple user detector for
coded NOMA, with CSIR restricted to a statistical knowledge.
In section II, we describe the model and we derive the related
optimal detection rule in section III. Numerical results are
provided in section IV, both for Grassmannian and Gaussian
codes in the case of Single User Detection (SUD), and with
Gaussian coding only for Multiple User Detection (MUD).
Section V concludes the paper.
II. M ODELS D ESCRIPTION
Table I lists the mathematical notations as well as the main
variables we use throughout the paper. H denotes a matrix; h
a vector; h a scalar variable and H a constant.
The general setting is the following: a node set Φ is
deployed around the access point, which we also denote base
station (BS). We consider the UL traffic and assume that it is
sporadic, i.e. a subset of Φ is active at a given time. Besides, a
transmission occurs under the assumptions of a restricted coordination between the nodes and the BS, and no coordination

among the nodes. The limited coordination just enables the
synchronisation of the UL messages at the receiver at the BS
together with the codebook knowledge, and provides a power
control feature such that, in average, the received power of
all the nodes is identical. For instance, a broadcast beacon
can be used by the active nodes to synchronise themselves
and determine their relative path-loss so that they transmit
their messages accordingly. In the following, the term "noncoordinated" refers to the CSI.
TABLE I: List of mathematical notations
Notation
k·kp
|·|
s
v
M
.t
.H
Φ
φ
Ω
Ω
N
A
M
y
z
cn
xn
ha

Description
p−norm
Modulus
Complex valued scalar
Complex valued vector
Complex valued matrix
Transpose of a matrix
Conjugate transpose of a matrix
Set of nodes
Total number of nodes
Active node(s) subset
Subset of Φ
Cardinal of Ω
Number of antennas at the BS
Number of channel uses per code
Signal vector
Noise vector
Coding vector
Message vector
Channel vector

A. Model with full CSIR
Let first consider the case of a random access channel,
where the nodes just want to request resources. Each node
n ∈ Φ may transmit its own code cn (allocated in advance or
randomly selected according to a specific procedure on which
the BS and nodes agreed in advance). Following [8, 9], the
expression of the signal received at the BS is :


y1,1 . . . y1,M

..  = X √ρ h ct + Z
Y =  ...
(1)
n n
···
. 
n∈Ω
yA,1 . . . yA,M
where Y ∈ CA×M is the received signal over M channel uses
and on the A antennas, ρ is the received signal power and
Ω ⊂ Φ is the subset of active nodes. For each active node n,
cn ∈ CM is its code and, assuming a block and flat Rayleigh
fading, independently distributed on each antenna of the base
station, hn ∈ CA is the channel impulse response associated
to node n. Z ∈ CA×M represents the additive white Gaussian
noise. Vectorizing (1) provides:
X√
ρ Hn · cn + z
(2)
y=
n∈Ω

where Hn = IM ⊗ hn , with IM the identity matrix M × M
and ⊗ the Kronecker product. We then have y ∈ CAM and
z ∈ CAM .

B. Model with statistical CSIR
In order to define a detector which is more suited for
non-coordinated communications, we now adapt the former
model, considering that the channel is unknown at the BS.
Indeed, a full channel knowledge is not relevant with the
non-coordination assumptions as it would require a previous
communication where the users would be identified in order to
deduce their channel impulse responses. Therefore, in our new
scenario, the distribution of the channel responses is the only
prior knowledge the BS possesses about the channel, not the
actual realisations. The codes remain known. In this context,
the signal can be reformulated as follow:


cn 0 . . . 0

.. 
X √  0 cn . . .
. 
 hn + z
ρ
(3)
y=
 .

..
..
 ..
.
. 0
n∈Ω
0 . . . 0 cn
X√
=
ρ(IA ⊗ cn )hn + z
(4)
n∈Ω

In this new expression, the elements of y are
just reordered compared to eq. (1) such that
y = [y1,1 , y1,2 , ..., y1,M , y2,1 , ..., yA,1 , ..., yA,M ]t (i.e. we
have vectorized the transpose of the matrix Y presented
in (1)). The vectors cn and z remain of the same nature:
cn ∈ CM is a given code and z ∼ NC (0, IAM ) while
hn ∼ NC (0, IA ) ∀n ∈ Ω.
III. O PTIMAL DETECTOR
We aim at minimizing the detection error i.e. P [Ω 6= Ω̂]
where Ω̂ is the detected set and Ω is the active subset thus,
with Ψ the set of all possible node subsets Ω, we have:
Ω̂ = arg min p[Ω 6= Ω|y]

(5)

Ω∈Ψ

= arg max p(Ω|y)
Ω∈Ψ

= arg max p(y|Ω)
Ω∈Ψ

p(Ω)
p(y)

(i)

= arg max p(y|Ω)

(6)

Ω∈Ψ

(i) for an assumed uniform distribution of active sets.
Let CΩ denote the matrix codeset of the nodes subset Ω:
CΩ = [c1 ; · · · ; cn ; · · · cN ]

(7)

with n ∈ Ω. Let its SVD be CΩ = V ΛU , where V and U
are respectively CM ×M and CN ×N unitary matrices, and Λ
is the CM ×N matrix containing the singular values which we
will denote λi . Note that i ∈ [1; M ] and λi = 0 is possible in
the cases where M > N . Let ya ∈ CM be the received signal
on antenna a, σ ∈ CM ×M be given by:
H
σ = ρCΩ CΩ
+ IM

(8)

and
s
ỹa = diag

s

2

ρ |λ1 |

2,···

1 + ρ |λ1 |

,

ρ |λM |

!

2
2

1 + ρ |λM |

V H ya (9)

Proposition 1. Under the previously defined assumptions, the
optimal Multi User Detector with statistical CSIR is:


A
Y
1
1
2
2
exp − (kya k2 − kỹa k2 )
Ω̂ = arg max
M |σ|
2
Ω∈Ψ a=1 (2π)
(10)
Proof. From eq.(3), given Ω, we have:
√ 
y = ρ IA ⊗ c 1 · · · IA ⊗ c n · · ·


IA ⊗ c N h + z
(11)
t
where h = [ht1 · · · htn · · · htN ] , n ∈ Ω. As hn and z are both
Gaussian, we thus have y ∼ C N (0, Σ) and


1
1 H −1
p(y|Ω) =
exp − y Σ y
(12)
(2π)AM |Σ|
2
with:


Σ =E y · y H
h 


H i
=E ρ · · · IA ⊗ cn · · · hhH · · · IA ⊗ cn · · ·


+ E zz H


H
=ρ · · · IA ⊗ cn · · · · · · IA ⊗ cn · · · + IAM
H
=IA ⊗ (ρCΩ CΩ
+ IM )

=IA ⊗ (ρV ΛΛH V H + IM )
2

2

=IA ⊗ (ρV diag(|λ1 | , · · · , |λM | )V H + IM )
(13)
Thus, the determinant |Σ| and the inverse of Σ are respectively:
|Σ| = |IA |M · |ρV ΛΛH V H + IM |A
=

A
Y

|ρV ΛΛH V H + IM |

(14)

a=1

Σ

−1

= IA ⊗ (ρV ΛΛH V H + IM )−1

= IA ⊗ V (ρΛΛH + IM )−1 V H


 
ρ|λ1 |2
1 − 1+ρ|λ
0
2
1|
 H
 
..
V 

= IA ⊗ 
V
.


 
2
ρ|λM |
0
1 − 1+ρ|λ
2
M|

= IA ⊗ IM − V DV H
(15)
2

ρ|λi |
where D is a diagonal matrix with element di,i = 1+ρ|λ
2,
i|
i ∈ [1, M ] on its diagonal.
As a result, one can rewrite eq.(12) as the product of the
pdf of the received signal on each antenna a:


A
Y

1
1 H
H
p(y|Ω)=
exp − ya IM − V DV
ya
(2π)M |σ|
2
a=1


A
Y
1
1
2
2
=
exp
−
(ky
k
−
k
ỹ
k
)
(16)
a 2
a 2
(2π)M |σ|
2
a=1

This result shows that the optimal detector consists in
finding the codeset minimizing the squared chordal distance
2
2
kya k2 − kỹa k2 between the subspace spanned by the columns
of CΩ and the observed signal Y (see [12] for more details).
Indeed, when looking at (9), it is clear that ỹa is the projection
of ya onto the subspace spanned by the rows of V , which are
nothing but the singular vectors for the subspace associated to
the considered codeset.
In the following we propose to compare the performance of
a receiver exploiting either the random Gaussian codes as in
[8, 9] or the Grassmannian codes recently proposed in [11].
IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results of both SUD
and MUD, obtained from the implementation of the optimal
detector (10). It is worth mentioning that in these numerical
results the number of users is limited to few units while a
massive access would require thousands of users. Basically,
the target of this paper is to evaluate the potential gain of using
multi-user detection instead of a conventional Aloha access. To
scale to larger user sets, this technique can be first extended to
larger sets but at the price of a high computational complexity,
except if an efficient algorithm could be derived. This aspect is
out of the scope of this paper. The most straightforward option
is to combine this multi-user technique with classical ones
used for the massive access, e.g. slotted ALOHA as proposed
in 5G standardization [5, 6].
The results are shown in terms of Codeset Error Rate (CER),
i.e. the rate of detecting a subset Ω̂ while the active node subset
is Ω, with Ω̂ 6= Ω. For a reason of computational complexity at
the receiver, several versions of the ML detector are provided,
such as the ML with targeted search (TS), rather than the
exhaustive search (ES), the latter corresponding to the optimal
detector. The so-called "targeted search" means that the ML
is performed only on the subsets of nodes Ω whose size N
equals that of the actual active subset Ω, assuming this side
information is available at the receiver. It provides a lower
bound on the CER. Moreover, the "iterative" (It) ML detector
is an approximated ML algorithm as the detection is realised
by accumulation of the detected users (one at each iteration),
considering the detected users of the previous iterations as
given for the current iteration. Its structure is the same as the
proposed algorithm in [9]. If used together with the "targeted
search" option, the iterations number thus matches the number
of active nodes. To provide a reference, the CER of the ML
with iterative targeted search and channel knowledge (labelled
"full CSIR" in the figures) [9] is also given as the detection
is performed with a full CSIR assumption rather than its
restriction to statistical knowledge.
A. SUD with Grassmannian codes vs Gaussian codes
We first target a single user detection, meaning that we
assume that one and only one user is active. As explained
above we use two different codebooks. The codebook size is
equal to 100, and the codelength M is chosen between 8 and

16. The BS can be equipped with 4 or 8 antennas. We describe
below the two coding techniques.
a) Random Gaussian codebook: Complex Gaussian random values are selected for each coefficient in the codebook
matrix. Each code is then normalized to a unitary power. In
the Monte-Carlo simulations, a new codebook is generated for
each couple of codelength and antennas number.
b) Grassmannian codebook: We use the complex codebook construction proposed in [11]. We address here the
problem of designing the binary representation of the Grassmannian. We want to build φ codes (one for each possible
user in Φ). We choose to split them equally between the M
dimensions, called hereafter as facets. For a given number
of channel uses M , we use dlog2 (M )e bits to encode the
facet in the Grassmannian space. A facet has 2M − 2 real
dimensions (or M − 1 complex dimensions) which will be
given each 1 bit. Since each facet must have dφ/M e codes,
we wish to choose them as far as possible, meaning that
the binary representation of the codes must have the greatest
Hamming distance for codes with 2M −2 bits. To address this
problem, we encode the dlog2 φ/M e most significant bits with
the binary representation of the integers ni in J0, dφ/M e − 1K
and complete the remaining least significant bits with the CRC
of the most significant bits. The CRC polynomials have been
chosen with respect to the value of M and the minimum
distance they grant between the codes, see Table II. The
TABLE II: CRC generator polynomials
Number of channel uses
4
8
16

Polynomials (bin. representation) [13]
1011
10100110111
1100101101111010101000100111

results for SUD are given in Fig 1. The first general and
expected result is the decrease of the CER as the SNR ρ,
the antennas number A and/or the codelength M increase(s)
and the fact that increasing the number of degrees of freedom
via the codelength has a greater impact on the performance
than the antennas number. A second and more interesting
result is the evaluation of the loss of performance between
an iterative ML detector which considers the channel known
[9], and the statistical ML detector given by eq. (10). Indeed,
for A = 4, M = 8 the ML with CSIR clearly outperforms the
statistical CSIR-ML with both Gaussian and Grassmannian
codes and keep this trend for increasing values of A and M .
This demonstrates the cost of a highly restricted coordination.
Finally, we give a word about the performance of Grassmannian codes with respect to the Gaussian codes. Grassmannian
codes are designed to be non-coherent codes which means
that they are robust to channel fading since the information is
encoded into the direction of the codes. What is observed from
fig. 1 is that the CER for Grassmannian coding performs generally less than the Gaussian coding. However, Grassmannian
codes have the clear advantage to benefit from their structures
due to the way they are built. A piece of explanation for
the difference observed between the two coding techniques
could be the following: for a given Gaussian codebook, the

associated minimum chordal distance may be in average
greater than the minimum distance that is obtained from the
Grassmannian codebook. Hence, the probability of confusing
between two codesets would be lower for the Gaussian coding.
Far from questioning the construction of the codes given in
[11], we thus point the fact that choosing a good design at the
binary level is not straightforward for granting the codes to
perform well.
B. MUD with Gaussian codes
To the best of our knowledge, as no structured design
of Grassmannian codebook is available for multiple users
scenario, the MUD has then been performed with Gaussian
codebooks for either φ = 10 or 20 users, for fixed values
of codelength and number of antennas: M = 8, A = 4.
In these simulations, the active subset size N is distributed
according to a Poisson law P(p) with parameter p = 2 or
p = 4. 4 versions of the detector are used, including the exact
implementation of the ML from (10) realizing the exhaustive
search of the active subset for the case φ = 10 where the
complexity of this detection algorithm is reasonable. The
"targeted search" detector uses N as side information and thus
performs a targeted search based on the active subset cardinal.
The iterative version of the ML reduces the complexity by
computing the tests on a restricted set of hypotheses, since the
considered node subsets are build specifically for the current
iteration, based on the result of the previous steps. The last
CER depicted is from the iterative ML with the targeted search
feature but also the full CSIR assumption.
Let us focus on the CER in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 which depicts
the MUD performance in the scenario of respectively φ =
10 and 20 users among which the active subset cardinal is
N ∼ P(p). The plain lines represent the case where p = 2
while the dashed line are related to the case p = 4. Again, as
intended, the increase of ρ improves the reliability. Moreover,
as both are conducted from iterative and targeted detection,
the green curves with circles and the yellow ones with + can
be compared to show the impact of the channel knowledge on
the CER under an iterative search assumption. At low SNR,
the restriction to a statistical CSIR is shown by the increase
of the CER from the full CSIR in green to the yellow curves.
However, at high SNR, the chordal distance based detection
under statistical CSIR performs better. On the contrary, the
full CSIR performance decreases due to false alarms. Indeed,
opposite codes can be subject to strong channel, bringing the
resulting received signal at a closer euclidean distance from
another code in between rather than any of them. In statistical
CSIR, the chordal distance based computation is less subject
to errors since it is not sensitive to orthogonal contributions,
with respect to the active code direction.
The iterative implementation is close to actual performance
of native ML version, either in targeted or exhaustive search.
It thus could be used to lower the complexity of evaluation
and for deployment with low loss. A confirmation from further
studies are however needed at higher M , A, φ.

Fig. 1: CER under SUD ([
]
A=4, M =8; [ ] A=4, M =16 ; [ ]
A = 8, M = 8; [ , purple] Gaussian
; [ , light blue] Gaussian with ItTS and full CSIR; [ , dark blue]
Grassmannian).

Fig. 2: CER under MUD with Gaussian coding for Φ = 10 users, N ∼
P(p) ([ ] p=2; [ ] p=4; [×, purple] TS; [+, yellow] It-TS; [ , blue]
ES; [ , red] It-ES; [ , green] It-TS
and full CSIR).

We now compare the exhaustive search to the targeted
search. We observe the obvious CER decrease by knowing the
active subset size. Therefore, taking into account the complexity of the optimal detector (10), the estimation of the number
of active nodes should provide a significant performance gain
in statistical CSIR while reducing the required computational
resources.
V. C ONCLUSION
The paper proposes an optimal Multi User Detector for
NOMA coded random access in a statistical CSIR scenario.
The derivation of the optimal detector and the performance
results are provided for MUD with multiple antennas at the
BS. It gives an overview of the trade-offs between the system
parameters (SNR, codelength and antennas number) which are
relevant for URLLC as well as different detection policies.
Furthermore, the detector shows that the chordal distance is
still a valid metric for codeset dimension larger than one. It
underlines the need of developing good and structured codes
also taking into account multiple access scenarios. Working on
and extending Grassmannian codes to meet those needs would
be an interesting step forwards.
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